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 The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas
Day. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Winter hours begin November 2 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Standard
admission prices are $12 for adults, $10 for seniors and $8 for children. Zoo
Society members and registered North Carolina school groups are admitted
free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic
areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444. 

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The NC Zoo Society is the non-profit organization
that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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is about TEMPTATION.

As is our tradition, the spring issue
of the Alive magazine sets its
sights on tempting you to visit

the Zoo soon. Most of these stories focus
on what is new and what you can do
when you come to visit us. But, we have
added a new wrinkle to this issue, too,
one that we hope will give you a slightly
new perspective about the world. 

For temptation’s sake, we want to
remind you that spring, glorious spring, is
just around the corner. Soon the weather
will be perfect for seeing the Zoo’s new
Polar Bear, Anana, and for strolling
through the new additions to the Rocky
Coast exhibit. This issue’s lead article
discusses some of the art, games and
playful experiences waiting inside this
space—but no words can match the
excitement you will feel standing nose to
nose with a big, beautiful bear like
Anana. When she is on one side of the
glass and you are on the other, your heart
will skip a beat!

This issue also contains a nearly com-
plete listing of the fun activities that the
Zoo and Zoo Society have planned for
the year. While we reserve the right to
add a few more surprise programs as the
year progresses, we have brought
together a nearly complete schedule for
our backstage passes and for the year’s
veterinary and field research camps.
Check out, too, our travel plans for 2015-

2016. We have added several closer and
very reasonably priced destinations, as
well as some new and quite exotic
African safaris.

Two regular features, Conservation
Connections and Field Notes, offer
insights into the Zoo’s growing commit-
ment to protect animals living in the wild.
Both of these articles explain a lot of the
“why” and bits of the “how” and “what”
behind the staff’s determination to protect
these animals. The Field Notes story also
alludes to the longevity and the breadth
of one of these programs—a more than
15-year study to understand and protect
North Carolina’s namesake turtle species,
the Carolina Box Turtle.

Finally, whether you are a kid or not,
check out this issue’s Kids’ Page. We
included it to sharpen your perspective of
the world. The maps and the activity will,
probably, alter your understanding about
the sizes and shapes of those continents
that you think you know so well from
years of looking at a world map.

Finally, if you are looking for the photo
contest winners we hoped to include in
this issue, you will need to wait just a bit
longer. We have run into problems get-
ting print quality resolutions of some of
the winning entries. So, we have decided
to postpone publishing them until a later
issue.

Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D., Editor
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T he new area complements the original, swimming pool-
dominated exhibit by adding a spacious terrestrial
domain for Anana to use and explore. A stream wanders

through this new space, offering Anana options to wade, swim
or play. Layers of soft soil blanket much of the remaining 
interior, giving her places to dig into, or stretch out on, the
cool earth. 

A customized sleeping den faces the exhibit’s large glass
interface. This den’s interior opens up as a grand cave where
Anana can find shade and shelter. The den’s exterior, on the
other hand, mounds upward, shaping the topography into a hill
for her to climb and a platform that she can use to survey her

surroundings.
This den, like many exhibit fea-

tures, emerged from in-depth plan-
ning conversations among Zoo
staff members—especially the
people working for the Animal
and Design divisions. Together,
they conceived of ways to devise
and disguise features that will
comfort and entertain Anana
throughout the year. To keep her
cool in summer, for example, staff
fitted a hollow, hand-crafted rock
with air-conditioning coils. Placed
just a few feet from the full-length
viewing windows, this rock should
keep Anana chilling and close to
Zoo guests on warm days.

Other exhibit factors address
Anana’s inborn drive to wander
and to hunt. Deep in their nature,

Polar Bears crave exercise and stimulation to
tone their muscles and engage their minds.
Zookeepers accommodate this wanderlust by
stockpiling and distributing heaps of enrich-
ment items (polar bear-proof toys) that can be
slipped into and out of the exhibit. Changing
the items around adds novelty to Anana’s envi-
ronment and gives her a smorgasbord of choices
about how, and with what, to spend her time. 

Of course, the exhibit’s architectural plan-
ning did not stop with caring for the bear.

W I TH BEARS IN MIND
DIANE V ILLA ,  CURATOR OF DESIGN

After years of planning, building and testing,

Zoo staff opened a new and expanded Polar

Bear habitat this past October. The expansion

added a second exhibit, doubling the square

footage available to the bear outside, and

unveiled an extensive glass-fronted interface

where Zoo guests can stand within inches 

of Anana, the Zoo’s striking Polar Bear in 

residence.

ANANA PLAYING IN THE

UNDERWATER VIEWING

POOL, AND RELAXING ON

HER NEW COOLING ROCK 



Staff also considered the needs of the people—Zoo guests and
friends—who will benefit from this exhibit. Born with their
own drive to learn and explore, people crave enrichments that
sustain their interests and help them understand the world.
With these needs in mind, the Zoo’s Education and Design
staffs collaborated to incorporate interactive, educational and
artistic elements into the viewing areas to entertain, teach and
inspire our guests.

Landmark Decisions
In nature, Polar Bears concentrate their terrestrial wanderings
on the tundra rimming the Arctic Ocean. The terrain is rocky

and treeless and, often, too obscured by blizzards, snow or
darkness to cough up the geological landmarks travelers
need to keep their bearings. To compensate, native North
Americans erect their own signposts using the massive
boulders and rocks that litter the landscape. By forcing
giant boulders to stand upright or stacking smaller stones
into complex shapes, native people create silhouettes that
loom high and large as landmarks. Known by the Inuit
word “inuksuk”* (from inuk, “person,” and suk, “ersatz” or
“substitute”), each structure marks a spot that has special
directional or cultural significance. These inuksugait* dot
the landscape from Alaska to Greenland and have emerged
as iconic reminders of the people living in the Great North. 

Fittingly, an original inuksuk marks the entrance to the
BB&T Ice Cave—the viewing area for the new Polar
Bear exhibit. This artwork is but the first of many
design elements that were fabricated to give guests a
sense of what it would actually be like to enter the
vast, icy and barren world of the Polar Bear. 

This sense of place begins outside the entrance to
the cave, where an abstract mural coats the wall with
layers of illusionary ice. Just inside, another mural
floats images of pack ice over the floor, up the walls
and out to a far horizon to illustrate the expanse and
the scale of the Arctic Ocean. Nestled inside this
mural, a 90-inch monitor plays authentic footage
of Polar Bears playing, sparring, wandering and
leaping through and around the sea ice that
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*Native English speakers often
use the spelling “inukshuk” 
when writing about these 

landmarks. For this article, the
editors chose to honor the

requests of the Government of 
Nunavut and the Government 
of Canada (Aboriginal Affairs
and Northern Development) 
to use the Inuit-preferred
spelling of “inuksuk,” and 
plural “inuksugait,” when 

writing about these artifacts.

THE 18-FOOT 

INUKSUK AT THE

ENTRANCE OF

POLAR BEAR

ASSEMBLED BY JOHN GANN

THE NEW OUTDOOR

POLAR BEAR POOL,

STREAM AND CAVE



sustains them. 
Further inside the cave, a small rush of water tumbles

down and out of the ice-blue walls. This fountain replicates
the way that meltwater looks and sounds as it works its way
through a glacier. On this journey, the meltwater carves out
caves and channels, known as “moulins,” or “glacier mills,”
that pipe water through, and eventually out and under, the
glacier. Once released through the bottom, the flowing melt-
water likely acts as a lubricant that eases the glacier’s slow
and steady crawl to the sea.

Lively Learning
Graphics support the murals and sculptures inside the
exhibit’s interpretive sections. Messages focus on Polar
Bears to explain how they make their way on the frozen sea
ice and how they survive in the extreme conditions of the
Arctic. One important set of graphics, for example, compares
Polar Bears to Gorillas, illustrating why Polar Bears are
anchored as strongly to the frozen ocean as Gorillas are
cemented to humid, tropical forests.

Inside a learning place known as Piper’s Den, the Zoo’s
Education and Design staffs collaborated to communicate key
educational messages through a variety of media channels.
Traditional panels and podiums rely on text to tell stories for
guests who want to read signs. But, staff retells these stories
through other media, too, by incorporating important ideas
into interactive games, illustrations and recordings suited for
different age groups and different kinds of learning.

Piper, a fictional Polar Bear cub, appears in many of the
illustrations and touch-tablet games posted throughout the
building. The cub tells his story in the language of the young,
framing messages that help children understand the trials and
the challenges Polar Bears face as they grow up in the
Arctic. Traditional panels, set low enough for children to see,
use drawings to illustrate the concepts discussed in the text.
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ENTRANCE OF ICE CAVE

“PIPER’S STORY” GRAPHICS

AND INTERACTIVES INSIDE

THE BB&T ICE CAVE

GRAPHIC DESIGNS BY JUANITA WRENN



THE SEA ICE

WALL MURAL

PAINTED BY SCOTT NURKIN

MOULIN

Above these messages, at adult eye-level, additional panels elab-
orate on Piper’s tale, giving adults more sophisticated and detailed
information about the themes discussed in the children’s version.
The goal: To inform adults with interesting facts that they can
share with any youngsters that are tagging along on this excursion.
Guests who would rather listen than read can touch an interactive
screen to hear a young boy reading Piper’s story while they view
the storybook illustrations.

Touch tablet podiums, which operate in
tandem with overhead monitors and
sound domes, each offer three
games to play. The first, for our
youngest guests, calls on them
to help Piper navigate the
Arctic ice floes. Players ease
his journey by dragging
matching ice shapes together
to form platforms that can sup-
port the little bear. A second game
leads young teens to think about
their daily habits and to consider
how sustainable, or not, these
habits might be. The final game,
for adults, is flush with suggestions
for saving money and energy in
their daily lives.

Major Donors to 
Polar Bear Exhibit
Bob and Bonnie Meeker, sponsors of 
the Polar Bear wall mural, Arctic benches,
interactive viewers and wall video, Moulin,
Inuksuk, interpretive and wayfinding signage
Randolph Friends of the Zoo
BB&T, sponsor of the Ice Cave

Molly Millis Hedgecock and Molly Millis
Hedgecock Donor Advised Fund
The Estate of William H. and Muriel J. Fox
F.M. Kirby Foundation
Talmadge and Ian Silversides
The Timken Foundation of Canton
Jesse Millis
Peter and Ona Pickens 

The Cannon Foundation
Randolph Telephone
The Estate of Millicent Marsden
Emily Millis-Hiatt Foundation Fund 

J. Richard and Sybel F. Hayworth
Foundation
Pennies for Polar Bears – The School
Children of North Carolina  
Dell Foundation
John W. and Anna H. Hanes Foundation
The Donald & Elizabeth Cooke
Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Johnson, Jr.
Pat & Mary Norris Oglesby
Mr. and Mrs. Scott E. Reed
Estate of Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Eamich
Wells Fargo
Christopher A. Leazer and Heath C.
Ramsey, sponsors of the Polar Bear Rock
Cave

Polar Bear, in memory of Thomas W.
Young by his loving wife, Frances. 

POLAR BEAR 

SCULPTURE

BY CHRIS GABRIEL
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SAFARI

A Classic African Safari to Tanzania
May 3 - 14 $3,995*
A remarkable journey through Tanzania’s best reserves
and game parks. Travelers will explore Tarangire National
Park, known for its gently rolling hills, prolific Baobab
Trees and extensive herds of wildebeest, zebra, elephant,
eland and oryx—and for the 300 bird species known to live
in or migrate through the park. Other stops include the
gem of Africa, Serengeti National Park (3,646,500 acres),
where more than 3 million large mammals—zebra, wilde-
beest, elephants, antelopes—roam, Olduvai Gorge and
Ngorongoro Conservation Area and Crater.

Namibia, Africa: 
Apricot Dunes, Endless Vistas and Abundant Wildlife 
September 14 - 26  $5,944*
Dr. Mike Loomis, the Zoo’s Chief Veterinarian and frequent
visitor to Namibia, Cameroon, Nigeria and other African
countries, is the selected host for this special safari,** which
will weave through Namibia’s exotic and changing country-
side of desert, mountains and valleys. Destinations include
Twyfelfontein, to explore its prehistoric rock engravings and
geological wonders and to search for endangered desert ele-
phants and other amazing desert wildlife. A highlight of the
trip will be Etosha, one of Africa’s most pristine national
parks. Also on the agenda are Onguma Bush Camp,
Okonjima (a large private game reserve), and the AfriCat
Foundation. A pre-trip extension is available to the Namib
Desert for $1,998.

The Wonders of Acadia: the Bay of Fundy and more!
July 25 - Aug 1 $3,895*
An opportunity to visit our Northern Neighbor’s distin-
guished Maritime Provinces—New Brunswick, Nova Scotia

and Prince Edward Island. This
itinerary takes in the Bay of
Fundy—listed by Natural
History Magazine as one of the
Top 50 must-see sights in
nature; the Grand Pré, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site;
and non-stop breathtaking
vistas teaming with migrating
shorebirds, whales, herrings,
sharks, leatherback turtles and
other marine life.
A chance to sample world-

renowned seafood and award-
winning wines. An inexpensive
but breathtaking trip, richly

augmented with opportunities to talk with local people
about the wildlife, the culture and the history of these
remarkable places.

A Natural History of Trinidad and Tobago
July 10 - 18    $3,910 Includes air from Raleigh
Designed with lifelong learners in mind, this trip offers
remarkable wildlife viewing, visits to conservation centers
and conversations with naturalists that care for the islands’

wildlife, includ-
ing its abundant
birds. Destin-
ations include
Bush Bush Forest,
Dunston Cave
and snorkeling if
you please. 

2015 Destinations
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SAFARI Cuba: Passion, Preservation and the Rhythms of Life
October 7 - 15  $5,799 Includes airfare from  Miami
See history in the making and explore an exotic and
changing tropical neighbor. Travelers will take in many
of the island’s most popular sights—Havana’s Zoo,
Botanical Gardens and National Aquarium, as well as
Criadero de Crocodilos, a breeding facility for rare croc-
odiles. Other destinations include Cienaga de Zapata
Natural Reserve, a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve; El Cubano
Park, Delfinario de Cienfuegos, a dolphin preservation
facility.

Sea of Cortez: Baja’s Bounty! 
March 11 - 20 Prices range from $4,895 to $7,994 

based on cabin
choice
Whale Sharks,
Mobula Rays &
Whales—aboard
the 86-passenger
ship, the Safari
Endeavour. 

Botswana, Africa:
Animal Kingdom's Water Wilderness
April 14 - 26 $11,995 per person*

Platinum Luxury Tour
Pre-extension to
Capetown also avail-
able.
Post-extension to
Victoria Falls also
available. Zoo Hosts:
Zoo Director David
Jones and Janet Jones

2016 Destinations

* International airfare not included
** A minimum of 8 passengers is required for Dr. Loomis
to travel with this group.

ZOO happenings

April 4 & 5 : Eggstravaganza
Celebrate the new spring season and watch Zoo animals hunt
for treats inside decorative papier–maché eggs.

April 18 & 19 : Earth Day
Come to a “Party for the Planet”! Dance to African drums and
explore new ways to help take care of the earth. 

June 6 : Run Wild 5K
Come run with the animals at the NC ZOO and join zookeep-
ers, friends and family for a good cause. 

Conservation and Education Days
April 11 : The Bear Necessities

Come out of hibernation for a “bear-y” good time with our
resident bears. Bring your teddy bear to the Teddy Bear Clinic
for a check-up with zoo veterinarian staff.

April 25 : Amphibian Awareness Day
Hop in and explore the fascinating world of amphibians.

May 9 : Birds and Blooms
Be a bird nerd and fly in for our annual
feathered event and learn about the
mission of International Migratory
Bird Day.

June 13 : African Giants
Come celebrate the Zoo’s
African Giants—elephants,
rhinos and giraffes—
and learn about their
enormous creature
features.

Spotlight on Animals Days
May 16 : Save Our Snakes

Slither to the NC Zoo to learn why native snakes play such an
important role in nature.

June 6 : World Oceans Day
Be a part of this growing global celebration and discover ways
to protect the oceans for the future. travel photos, giraffe, eggs: ingimages.com
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Over the past 150 or so years, zoos have trans-
formed from menageries, where animals were collected to
entertain the masses, into respectable cultural institutions
where exhibits are established to achieve complex educa-
tional and conservational goals. The NC Zoo was founded
during the later stages of this transition—about 40 years
ago—by progressive thinkers who insisted upon building a
zoo that valued naturalistic exhibits and promoted animal
well-being. This forward thinking spared the NC Zoo from
accumulating a legacy haunted with images of animals suf-
fering in small cages. Since its inception, the Zoo has fol-
lowed an exhibit philosophy that included animal well-being
and wildlife conservation among its most valued traditions.

Helping Animals in the Wild
The NC Zoo contributes to the survival of wild animals in a
variety of ways. In some cases, the Zoo simply provides
funding to reputable non-profit organizations that are demon-
strating success in their efforts to protect free-ranging ani-
mals, such as Polar Bears. This approach allows the Zoo to
support many different kinds of conservation programs,
engaging it in saving species even when its own staff lacks
the expertise to help these particular species directly.

More frequently though, Zoo staff works on the ground to
actively participate in efforts to conserve wildlife. The staff
goes into the field to assist, or to actually lead, teams of sci-
entists and citizens working to protect free-ranging animals
in the United States, in Africa and in other parts of the world. 

The trend for zoos to directly engage their staffs in field-
based research and conservation reflects a relatively recent
shift in the philosophy of the world zoo community. In its
early days, zoo conservation relied on the notion of manag-
ing zoos as arks where endangered species could be bred and

sheltered while their counterparts were left, unaided, to van-
ish from the wild. Doomed to failure because of space limita-
tions alone, this Noah approach to protecting species has given
way to the contemporary notion of sending zoo experts into
the fray to use their knowledge and skills to secure healthy,
safe and sustainable habitats for animals living in the wild.

By broadening its focus to include living ecosystems, the
zoo community has become a leading financial force for sav-
ing wild species. A recent survey found, for example, that
United States zoos collectively donate nearly $160 million a
year to initiatives that focus on protecting animals living in
the wild. These funds support projects that are saving 781
different species—from animals as large and charismatic as

African Elephants and Mountain Gorillas to creatures as
small and delicate as Monarch Butterflies and Panamanian
Golden Frogs. 

While many zoos support local field conservation pro-
grams (1,036 projects in 2014 to be exact), there is an
increasing emphasis on supporting international initiatives
as well. Currently, United States zoos are involved in
efforts to save species in more than 127 different countries.

After years of concerted effort, your NC Zoo has
acquired a reputation for leadership and excellence within
the zoo conservation community. Not only does the Zoo
lead and staff programs that protect endangered species in
several countries, it also belongs to an elite group of zoos
that donates the equivalent of three percent of their oper-
ating budgets to field-based work for endangered species. 

The Zoo can achieve this level of financial investment
because of its success in earning grants from the US Fish

and Wildlife Service, the Adessium Foundation and other
foundations and because of additional support provided by
the NC Zoo Society. The NC Zoo Society finances its fund-
ing in two ways. The NC Zoo Society’s Board of Directors
sets aside varying sums of unrestricted funds every year to
support Zoo field programs, and Zoo Society donors and
members, as well as other Zoo guests, also provide direct
gifts to the conservation programs. These funding sources
empower the NC Zoo to engage its own staff on the ground
to protect free-ranging chimpanzees, gorillas, elephants, vul-
tures, Hellbenders, and many more species both locally and
abroad. Many of these initiatives have been ongoing for
more than a decade.

Making Animals Safer in the Wild
Zoos fill a special niche in contemporary field conservation
because zoo professionals must master an eclectic toolkit of
highly specialized skills to properly care for captive animals.
Zoo veterinarians are uniquely positioned to intervene in

Reaching Into the Wild to Save Endangered Species



wildlife epidemics, for example, because they have exten-
sive experience treating and preventing diseases that affect
exotic species. These same veterinarians can also jump in
quickly to transport wild animals from unsafe to safe loca-
tions or to fit them with tracking collars because zoo veteri-
narians have extensive experience anesthetizing exotic
animals.

The husbandry and animal behavior knowledge that keep-
ers and curators acquire on the job gives them highly spe-
cialized insights about planning for the long-term habitat
needs of rare and endangered animals. Similarly, the special-
ized experiences of zoo maintenance personnel prepares
them to craft equipment that can help wild animals. In one
case, for example, zoo facilities staff modified tracking col-
lars for African Wild Dogs so that the collars could also pro-
tect the dogs from noose-like snares that sometimes caught
around the dogs’ necks, wounding or killing them. 

Zoo design and education staffs bring special skills to the
conservation arena, too. They can help international conser-
vation partners craft messages that engage local people in
conservation causes and empower them as advocates for
these causes. 

The Zoo’s Wildlife Heroes 
The veterinary staff at the NC Zoo has spent more than
a decade working with local biologists in Africa, first
in Cameroon and later in Nigeria, to dart and collar
elephants so that their movements can be monitored.
This work has enabled the Zoo to significantly
reduce the frequency of deadly conflicts between
people and elephants every year. 

Zoo staff monitor the tracking information and
uses it to alert wildlife rangers whenever elephant
herds draw too close to settlements or agriculture
areas. Once alerted, the rangers can intercept
and turn back the elephants before they damage
crops or raise the ire of local people. 

Staff members from the Zoo’s research sec-
tion use their background in field work to train
park rangers in a number of foreign countries.
This training enhances the capacity of these park
staffers to effectively protect wildlife and can
extend over a range of topics. Some workshops have
prepared rangers to conduct accurate surveys of vul-
tures, while others have helped staff learn to use
hand-held mobile devices to record and analyze data
collected in the field. 

The Zoo’s animal division has applied its animal
handling and husbandry skills to a Pacific island project
directed at saving a number of rare bird species from
extinction. The birds live on islands that have been taken
over by an introduced species, the Brown Tree Snake.
This voracious, climbing predator attacks chicks in their
nests and can wipe out entire bird populations. This project
engages animal keepers and curators in capturing wild birds

from islands overtaken by the Brown Tree Snake and, then
relocating the birds to islands still free of the snake. 

The Zoo’s education division plays a role in conservation
efforts, too, by crafting messages that raise audience aware-
ness about important issues affecting wildlife. These mes-
sages can become quite powerful, since zoos, unlike most
conservation organizations, release their messages in a con-
text that is bolstered with living examples of species and
their habitats.

Worldwide, every year nearly 700 million people visit a
zoo or aquarium. The size and diversity of this audience
give zoos a remarkable opportunity to reach across conti-
nents, generations and economic and educational
differences to raise awareness about
issues affecting wildlife and
their habitats. 

And,
now, thanks
to the growing
body of work undertaken
and financed by zoos themselves,
these messages do not have to focus
on a future filled with doom and
gloom. Increasingly, zoos can
show the way to a better future
by passing on stories about their
own successes in renewing
habitats and saving endangered
species. These success stories
clearly demonstrate how small
changes can have profound
impacts when they are adopted
by large numbers of people. 

CORINNE KENDALL, PH.D., ASSISTANT
CURATOR OF RESEARCH AND

CONSERVATION
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Last January, the Zoo closed its very popularGorilla Exhibit with the intention of reopening
it sometime this summer. This closure allowed

the Zoo to begin a series of renovations that will
add some additional space and amenities to the
existing exhibit complex, making it roomy and com-
fortable enough to accommodate the needs of
three more gorillas, including an adult silverback.
Although the Gorilla E xhibit is not expected to

reopen until later this summer, the three newbies
will arrive sometime in the spring. This early arrival
will give the trio time to complete a required 30-day
(at least) quarantine—to ensure that they are all
healthy—and will still leave staff several weeks to
get the residents and the new gorillas comfortable
with one another and both groups familiar with the
renovated exhibit facilities.   

Who are the Newbies? 
The new gorilla threesome will come to us from
Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo. The silverback leader
of the group, Mosuba, is 30 years old. Arriving with
him will be Rosie, a 39-year old female, and
Hadari, her grandson. Hadari will be 6 by the time
the exhibit opens this summer. Neither Rosie nor
Hadari are related to Mosuba.
The plan to bring these gorillas to the North

Carolina Zoo grew out of conversations with some
of the country’s top experts on gorilla conservation
—members of the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums who serve on the committee that pub-
lishes the Association’s Gorilla Species Survival
Plan. 
These committee members meet regularly to

review the demographics and status of the gorillas
living in North America’s most reputable zoos—
zoos that have earned accreditation from the
Association and that have enrolled their gorillas in
the species survival program.

Conservation Accommodations
All Species Survival Plans™ make recommenda-
tions that focus on protecting the genetic diversity
of the captive population of the species being 

Growing
a Gorilla
Family
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Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of  $1,000 or
more to the Society, 6-15-14 through 9-15-14.
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protected and also consider the behavioral and
physical needs of the individual animals that
make up this group. As part of their recent con-
versations, for example, the experts working on
the Gorilla Species Survival Plan also recom-
mended that one of the Zoo’s current gorilla res-
idents, Acacia, be transferred to the Riverbanks
Zoo in South Carolina. In accordance with this
recommendation, the Zoo has agreed to transfer
her to her new home sometime in the spring. 
Zoo Director David Jones announced the

Zoo’s gorilla expansion plans in January, saying,
“We are thrilled about the opportunity to
enhance our visitors’ experiences by adding
more gorillas to our collection this summer.
Besides being a visitor favorite, the gorillas pro-
vide us with a compelling platform to use in talk-
ing about the NC Zoo’s conservation outreach
programs in Cameroon, Nigeria, Rwanda and
Uganda.”
The emotional connections that visitors make

with the gorillas in the Zoo’s exhibit can inspire a
host of questions about the animals and about
what their counterparts need to stay safe in the
wild. Because the Zoo has staff working  on
gorilla conservation in many African nations, the
Zoo is well prepared to explain how it is suc-
cessfully addressing these needs by focusing on
initiatives that protect habitats as well as individ-
ual species. By tying its conservation efforts to
protecting healthy habitats, the Zoo can create
benefits that radiate outward, protecting gorillas,
certainly, but also sheltering the myriad of
unknown species that share the gorillas’ space
and also enriching the economic, spiritual and
physical well-being of the people who live
nearby. 

The Zoo is deeply grateful to the foundations
and other Zoo Society donors whose gen-
erous gifts have contributed to gorilla con-

servation by helping the Zoo upgrade this exhibit
and its education outreach or by donating
directly to these conservation programs.

ingimages.com
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Go Backstage at the Zoo in 2015

Feed the Aviary Birds
8:15 a.m. $85/member   March 7, April 11, June 20, Sept.19

19Meet & Feed the Otter
11 a.m.   $95/member   March 14, May 30, July 18, Sept. 5, Oct. 3

Backstage with the Chimps
3 p.m.  $100/member   March 14, May 2, Sept. 26

Backstage with a Grizzly
1:30 p.m.  $95/member   March 21, July 25, October 17

Backstage with a Cougar
1:30 p.m $89/member   March 28, June 13, August 1, Oct. 3

Full Moon Frog Walk
7:30 p.m. $89/member   April 4 

Backstage at Lion
3 p.m.     $100/member   June 13

Meet & Feed the Elephants
2:15 p.m. $99/member   March 28, May 23, July 18, Oct. 3

Red Wolf Howl under a Full Moon
6:45 p.m. $85/member   August 29

Meet & Feed a Puffin
1:30 p.m. $75/member   April 4, August 8, Oct. 24

Ride to the Rhinos
10:30 a.m. $105/member   April 18, June 20, Sept.12

Meet & Feed the Giraffes
5:30 p.m.  $99/member   April 18, July 25, Aug.15, Oct.10

Backstage at the Seal Exhibit
1:15 p.m.  $85/member   May 2, July 11, Sept.19

Great Bison Safari Ride
1:30 p.m. $79/member   June 27  

Meet & Feed the Gorillas
1:15 p.m.  $99/member   Aug.1, Sept. 5, Oct. 24

Join us on Saturday, May 2, at 8 a.m. for the Zoo Society’s
Wake Up With the Animals—an annual party to thank our members 
for their support of the NC Zoo. The fun will begin at the North American
entrance, where guests are invited to a continental breakfast, donated by
our good friends at McDonald’s before visiting animals and staff waiting
at the Cypress Swamp and Rocky Coast exhibits and at Kidzone. As a 
special treat, we have scheduled animal encounters at the Front Porch in
Kidzone. These will take place at 8:30 and at 9 a.m.

Wake Up is free to Zoo Society members who call us (336-879-7250) or email
us (kpowell@nczoo.com) to make a reservation. Members may purchase tickets to
bring non-member guests by logging onto nczoo.com and clicking on EVENTS. Tickets are
$10 for adults (18-61 years old), $8 for seniors (62 and older) and $6 for children (2-17).

UPCOMING 
CAMPS

for Young Adults
Sponsored by the NC Zoo and NC Zoo Society.
Camp information and camp applications are 

available online at nczoo.com (Click on Events) or
call 336-879-7250 and ask to speak to Debbie Story

or Jayne Parker.

Veterinary Camps for young adults who
dream about the possibility of becoming

an veterinarian in a major zoo.

One-day Veterinary Camp for rising 7th - 9th
graders
May 16 and August 22

Three-day Senior Veterinary Camp for rising
10th graders - college freshman
June 6, 7, 8 – for Girls Only
July 17, 18. 19 – Coeducational 

Field Research Camps - for young adults who
dream of working in the wild to save endangered
species
Two-day camps that include one night camping
beside the African Plains. Filled with activities that
get young scientists solving problems to help wild
animals.
All camps are coeducational
May 30, 31; June 20, 21; August 1, 2



The Zoo depends on you, you know, to keep its magic going.
Gifts from you, and people like you, lift the Zoo to heights it
could never reach alone.  

Last year, gifts to the Zoo Society flew three orphaned cougar cubs from Oregon to
the safety of North Carolina and readied the Zoo to build a rehabilitation cage where
injured eagles will learn to fly again so they can return to the wild. Other donors’ gifts
infused the Zoo with new animals and new art, and set programs in place to give joy
and learning to families and to friends. Every donation emerged somewhere inside the
Zoo as a smile or a hug and made the Zoo safer and stronger for all the Zoo’s visitors.  

This spring, we hope you will remember how important you are to the Zoo
by making a donation that will support the Zoo’s continuing needs. 
If you do, you will empower the Zoo to invest your gift where 
it will do the most good and where it will have the
greatest impact on the Zoo’s future.

Financial information about this
organization and a copy of its license
are available from the Charitable
Solicitation Licensing section at 
1-888-803-4989. The license is not
an endorsement by the State.

� Yes, I want to support the Zoo’s continuing needs.
Please use my donation where 
the Zoo needs it most! 

Please accept my donation of

� $1,000
� $500
� $150
� Other _________

Name/Phone _____________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip_____________________________________________________

Please make checks payable to the NC Zoo Society, or charge to:

� MasterCard � AMEX � Visa � Discover  

Acct#________________________________________ Security Code _______

Exp. Date_________ Signature ______________________________________

Mail To: NC Zoo Society; 4403 Zoo Parkway; Asheboro, NC 27205  2047-15S

DOC  ID: 2015-301



Box turtles rank among the most well-known and well-liked
species in North America. Historically, North America’s
box turtle species occurred with enough abundance to be

considered common throughout most of their range. Recently,
though, experts have grown concerned that these box turtle
populations might be in decline. Habitat changes brought on by
pollution, proliferating roadways and, more recently, emerging
diseases have been implicated in the turtles’ falling numbers.
These declines have affected all species of box turtles native to
North America. Of these, the Eastern Box Turtle is the one that
holds the most interest to Zoo staff and to the people of North
Carolina. Its scientific name, Terrapene carolina carolina, under-
scores its connection to our state. This connection has been fur-
ther recognized by the North Carolina Legislature, which has
designated the Eastern Box Turtle as the official Reptile of the
State of North Carolina. 

Zoo Box Turtle Watch
During the previous 15 years or so, the Zoo conducted and
completed a 10-year study on the Eastern Box Turtles living on
the Zoo site. The findings suggest that the Zoo’s resident box
turtle population is large (containing between 800-1000 individu-
als) and reproductively viable. 
We arrived at these conclusions by capturing and recapturing

503 individual box turtles as they made their way around the
Zoo property. During the time of their capture, each turtle was
marked, so that we would recognize it if it was captured again
later, and examined so that information on its sex, its estimated
age and its general health could be entered into our survey
database. 
This study relied on the goodwill of the Zoo’s employees and

volunteers, who were asked to keep an eye out for box turtles
wandering around the Zoo property. If one was spotted, staff
was asked to pick it up and deliver it to one of the zookeepers
involved with the study. Once the turtles were accepted, meas-
ured, weighed and marked, they were returned to their original
location and sent on their way.
During this same time, our staff set up a program to track the

movements of several specific box turtles living on the Zoo site.
These turtles were fitted with small radio transmitters so that,
once every week or so, a zookeeper could grab a properly
tuned radio receiver and set out into the Park to search for the
turtle. By carefully mapping each turtle’s changing positions,
staff eventually constructed a detailed account of its home

range and its movement patterns. Because staff also recorded
other information, including daily temperatures, the study pro-
vided information about the turtles’ hibernating behaviors as well
as their general health.
The combined results of these two studies yielded significant

information on the natural history of the local box turtle popula-
tion and clarified which parts of the Zoo property supported the
highest densities of these animals. This information will be
invaluable to Zoo experts in the future as they lay out plans for
developing the Zoo property. 
Once we completed this baseline survey, we made the data

available to other box turtle researchers. Zoo staff has the data,
too, and will be able to use it in the future to check for any sig-
nificant changes to the size or general health of the local popu-
lation. Falling box turtle numbers could be used, for example, to
alert the staff to major environmental changes on the Zoo site,
including an influx of natural predators or an emerging disease.

State Box Turtle Involvement
In addition to assessing our own box turtle population, the Zoo
joined forces with the NC Wildlife Resources Commission and
several academic organizations to assess box turtle populations
across the state. The study is thought to be the only statewide
study of its kind, and we hope that it will serve as a model other
states can use to conduct similar population surveys.  
To carry out the survey, the model contacted employees from

33 North Carolina State Parks and environmental organizations
scattered across North Carolina from the mountains to the
coastal plains. These employees were asked to survey their
organizations’ land holdings to gather information about the box
turtles their lands support. Using procedures similar to the ones
in place for the Zoo’s 10-year study, the methods outlined for
this statewide study are outlined in an on-line publication enti-
tled The Box Turtle Connection. One component of the study
calls on project administrators to conduct annual training pro-
grams for new project leaders and to keep study participants
up-to-date on the biological, ecological and technological issues
that relate to the study. 
At the time of this writing, study participants have collected

data on more than 3,500 Eastern Box Turtles living inside North
Carolina. As the study progresses, we hope to add more organi-
zations and more box turtles to the study roster. As part of this

FIELD
     

Connecting with
Box Turtles
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plan, study participants are holding public events across
North Carolina to inform citizens about the box turtle’s plight
and to empower these citizens to help protect the species.
For, although the state’s box turtle population appears stable
now, concerns about the growing mortality rates on roadways
and the state’s expanding human population underscore the
need to remain vigilant about the species’ population health.

Box Turtles in North America
Since 2005, a small ad hoc committee of box turtle
researchers has organized bi-annual workshops for
researchers studying the two* box turtle species living in the
United States. In 2013, Mexican-based researchers were
invited into the fold, so that the research group now
addresses the needs of every species and subspecies of box
turtle living on the North American continent. 
To date, the NC Zoo has hosted two of the four symposia.

The fifth symposium will be held in 2015 at Purdue University
in Indiana. Typically, these meetings attract 85 to 100 partici-
pants who discuss their current research on genetics, natural
history, population ecology, emerging diseases and other top-
ics. Currently, I serve on this planning committee with four
other researchers from environmental groups and universities
in California, New Mexico, North Carolina and Mexico. 
This group also awards small research grants through the

Lucille F. Stickel Fund, which was organized posthumously to
honor Lucille Stickel, a renowned box turtle researcher. She
published a classic study on box turtle population ecology in
1958, and through her 30 years of research made significant
contributions to human understanding of the basic natural
history information on this species. Researchers have contin-
ued to study her Maryland population for more than 60 years
and have, unfortunately, reported a decline in this group.

Donations made to the North American Box Turtle
Conservation Committee through the NC Zoo Society
fund the grants distributed through this program. To

date, ten grants of $500 to $1000 have been awarded. The
Committee reviews each grant proposal and provides grants
that will further our knowledge of the conservation manage-
ment needs of these turtles.
All of these activities have focused attention on issues

affecting box turtles living in North Carolina and throughout
North America. Further, these programs provide a platform for
researchers to share their knowledge and pool their
resources in order to protect box turtles and other declining
wildlife populations around the country. For more information
on these programs, you can visit the following websites:
• The Box Turtle Connection - boxturtle.uncg.edu
• North American Box Turtle Conservation Committee -
www.boxturtleconservation.org 

• Field Trip Earth - www.fieldtripearth.org
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR EMERITUS

*  Some taxonomy systems split the United States' box turtle population
into three species.

We’re Changing 
Our Membership Structure
The Zoo Society is dropping one of its former membership
categories, the Individual-plus membership, and is replac-
ing it with a new category—a Companion Membership.
The new Companion Membership can be used in one of
two ways: 
The member can put one name on the membership card
and can bring one guest into the NC Zoo free on each
visit.  —OR—
Two people living in the same household can each have
their name printed on the card. If the Companion card is
issued with two names on it, either or both of the named
individuals may use the card to enter the NC Zoo as a
member. ONLY these two people may enter free on this
membership card.

And, We’re Adding an “Add-on”
From now on, anyone who joins the NC Zoo Society as a
member will have the option of expanding the number of
guests he or she can bring into the NC Zoo free on each
visit by buying an "add-on" feature to the membership.
Each "add-on" costs an additional $20. Adding one "add-
on" allows the member to bring one guest in free on each
visit, adding two "add-ons" allows the member to bring in
two guests on each visit, and so on. 

The add-on feature of this membership will be honored
only at the NC Zoo. It is not transferable to reciprocating
institutions.

A 5K RUN THROUGH THE NC ZOO!
Join the Zoo’s keepers and their friends for a 5K race
through the Zoo on June 6. Sponsored by the American
Association of Zookeepers, the race will begin at 7:30
a.m. and will track through both the North American and
the African continental regions. Registration is $30 and
includes a T-shirt and admission to the Zoo.
Hate to Run? Think about volunteering! The keepers
could use your help to keep the race running like clock-
work.
Go to www.ncaazk.com/runwild2015.htm to learn more
or sign up.
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Look carefully at the two maps below, A and B. They
look similar, but check out how different Africa,
Greenland, Antarctica and Australia look on the two
maps. Despite these big differences both maps are
“right,” at least to some degree. They look different
because the people who drew them (“cartographers”)
wanted to use their maps for different purposes.

MAP A. The Mercator Projection: This map probably
looks more familiar than Map B does. The Flemish car-
tographer Gerardus Mercator first drew it in 1569 to
help sailors navigate around the world. This map shows
clearly which direction—north, south, east or west—a
person needs to travel to get from one place to
another. 

To show direction, Mercator drew continents and
islands inside a grid of straight lines. The lines that go
across the map align with east and west on a compass. 

The lines that go up and down the map align with
north and south on a compass. Because the grid lines
correspond with compass directions, one knows to head
north to go to a place pictured up on the map or to go
east to a destination pictured to the right. But,
because the map is flat, not spherical like the Earth,
the straight lines make lands near the poles look
larger than they are. The farther land sits from the
equator, the more exaggerated its size appears. 

MAP B. The Peterson Projection: In 1970, German
cartographer Arno Peters created his map to give a
more accurate picture of the size, or area, of places
on the map. He calculated how much the area inside
the map’s grid lines shrank as the north and south
compass lines came closer together as they approached
poles. Then, he redrew landmasses inside the grids to
more  closely match their proper scale. His map gets
area and direction right but distorted the shapes of
the landmasses.

"MERCATOR PROJECTION SW" BY STREBE - OWN WORK. LICENSED UNDER CC BY-SA 3.0 VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS - HTTP://COMMONS.WIKI-
MEDIA.ORG/WIKI/FILE:MERCATOR_PROJECTION_SW.JPG#MEDIAVIEWER/FILE:MERCATOR_PROJECTION_SW.JPG

"AUSTRALIA-GREENLAND OVERLAY" BY JOANNASERAH - 
OWN WORK. LICENSED UNDER CC BY-SA 3.0 

VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS -
HTTP://COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG/WIKI/FILE:AUSTRALIA-

GREENLAND_OVERLAY.PNG#MEDIAVIEWER/FILE:AUSTRALIA-
GREENLAND_OVERLAY.PNG

The Mercator projection portrays
Greenland as larger than Australia.
Australia is, in fact, more than three and
a half times larger than Greenland.

PAGE
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� C
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What’s Wrong with That Map?
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"GALL–PETERS PROJECTION SW" BY STREBE - OWN WORK. LICENSED UNDER CC BY-SA 3.0 VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS - HTTP://COMMONS.WIKI-
MEDIA.ORG/WIKI/FILE:GALL%E2%80%93PETERS_PROJECTION_SW.JPG#MEDIAVIEWER/FILE:GALL%E2%80%93PETERS_PROJECTION_SW.JPG Spring 2015 | 17

� B PETERS PROJECTION MAP

� D

To see now much shape is distorted by the
Peterson Map and how much size is distorted
by the Mercator map, look closely at each
map’s drawings of Greenland, Africa,
Australia and the United States. If you
use the Mercator map, which looks larger,
Greenland or Africa? Which looks smaller,
Australia or Greenland? 

Now, look at our other two illustrations
(included so you can easily compare the
sizes of several countries and continents).
In C, you can see that Australia is actually
three times larger than Greenland. And D shows
that Africa is way bigger than it looks on the Mercator
map. It has enough area to hold 48 of the USA’s states
and still tuck in China, India, Eastern Europe, France,
Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom (UK), Germany,
Portugal, Belgium, the Netherlands, Japan and
Switzerland—with lots of space left over. Whew!

What to Learn More? Go to http://www.learnnc.org
and use the search option to look for “maps.” This
will lead you to David Walburt’s wonderful stories
about maps. He explains them beautifully, and his
work was the main inspiration and reference for
this article.

To see why maps dis-
tort the world so much,
try making one from an
orange. Use a marker
to draw a simple map
on the orange, and then
ask an adult to score
the orange and peel it,
keeping the peel in one
piece. Now, see what
happens when you try
to flatten the orange
out to make a map.
What happens to your
drawing?



The NC Zoo Society is your
bridge to more than a Zoo visit.
We make you a partner in the
Zoo’s global efforts to support

• Animal well-being
• Conservation   
• Education
• Field Work
• Research

And we welcome you into a
family that cares about nature.
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